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To find a position that allows to demonstrate reliability, friendliness, and ability to be 
a team player to the greatest advantage of employer.

EXPERIENCE

Assembly Associate II
ABC Corporation - MAY 2008 – OCTOBER 2015

 Triad Employment Agency places clients with both assembly and 
retail positions.

 Worked light assembly positions handling various stations in the 
process.

 Assisted in packaging and shipping; assuring parts were handled 
properly to assure there was no damage.

 Provides protection for Avis rental cars while during extended stay 
parking for Cleveland Hopkins Airport.

 Greeted customers as they entered and exited secure lot.
 Verified paperwork and customer ID against the car they were 

assigned to assure security.
 Monitored and patrolled lot to assure vehicles remained secure.

Assembly Associate 
Exel - 2004 – 2008

 Spartanburg, SC - May 2011 to Present As an internet associate it is 
my job to process Walmart returns that customers bought over the 
website.

 Would look up the returned product and cross reference it to what the
product should look like based on the Walmart database.

 If its the correct product then I would issue a full refund to the store.
 If its the wrong product I would contact the store and try to locate the

correct product and decide rather or not to issue a refund.
 Would then prepare the product to be shipped to its destinated 

location.
 As an assembly associate I would process regular Walmart returns 

that comes down an assembly line.
 Would determine if the product can be resold in stores, given to 

charity, or destroyed..

EDUCATION

 - (PSI Institute of Technology)
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SKILLS

Translating English News, Articles.
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